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Philosophy in the Soviet Union was officially confined to Marxistâ€“Leninist thinking, which theoretically was
the basis of objective and ultimate philosophical truth.
Philosophy in the Soviet Union - Wikipedia
Yehoshua Yakhot (1919-2003) used to be a professor of philosophy within the Soviet Union until eventually
pressured to to migrate to Israel in 1975. whereas in emigration, he complete writing the e-book started in
Moscow years before.
Read e-book online The Suppression of Philosophy in the
Soviet Education Its Psychology And Philosophy Consciousness and revolution in soviet philosophy: from ,
this is the first critical history of the philosophical culture of the ussr, and the first substantial treatment of
Soviet Education Its Psychology And Philosophy PDF Download
In the now defunct Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), there was only one â€œtrueâ€•
philosophyâ€”dialectical and historical materialism. However, the real domination of a dogmatic interpretation
of Marxist philosophy existed only during t h e time o f Stalinâ€™s regime, that i s , between 1930 and 1 9 5 3
.
Philosophy in Russia | Matthew Lister - Academia.edu
Soviet philosophy can no longer be ignored by any serious student of contemporary thought. It is the work of
academic philosophers who, on the whole, are neither more nor less competent than their colleagues in the
free world. They have, however, inherited a reputation for the dogmatic repetip. on of superannuated
doctrines.
Philosophy in the Soviet Union | SpringerLink
Philosophy Curriculum in the USSR Voprosy filosofii, 1963, No. 8 S. T. Kaltakhchian and Iu. P. Petrov ON
THE TEACHING OF PHILOSOPHY IN THE USSR Much attention is given to education in philoso- phy in the
USSR, in which the study of dialectical and historical materialism occupies a special place.
On the Teaching of Philosophy in the USSR - Taylor & Francis
In the wake of the collapse of â€œcommunismâ€• in the USSR, such arguments are gaining currency even
among sections of the revolutionary left. Any acceptance or accommodation to these views, which are
unhistorical and idealist, would be fatal to our ability to build a revolutionary workersâ€™ movement .
The Collapse of â€˜Communismâ€™ in the USSR
Maybe â€˜official philosophyâ€™ in a really democratic country is nonsense, but in the USSR (where policy
and philosophy were mixed in Marxism-Leninism) it was reality and so we spoke about it. Now let us turn to
the nature of philosophy in the educational system in the USSR.
The State of Philosophy in the USSR | Issue 3 | Philosophy Now
`Scientific history of philosophy' was one of the professional branches of Soviet philosophy, and a place
where philosophical culture was preserved in an often hostile environment.
PDF The Russian Mind Since Stalin S Death Sovietica Free
During the Soviet epoch, philosophy was the most dangerous occupation in Russia, and the overwhelming
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majority of first-rate thinkers, such as Berdyaev, Shestov, Florensky, Bakhtin, Losev, were persecuted,
exterminated, or silenced (exile, death sentence, labor camp, ban on publications, etc.).
Overview of Russian Philosophy - Emory University
in the Soviet Union. Philosophy is regarded as Â·a living instrument with a part to play in the building of a new
life; it is not a dead theoretical enterprise. And that is just the danger of the whole matter. So long as
philosophy is closely linked with practical affairs, it loses that detached, speculative quality that has typified it
at its best at all times.
Soviet Philosophy and Education - muse.jhu.edu
(Hegel â€“ Marx â€“ Lenin â€“ USSR) was not to be understood literally but hyperbolically. That is most
certainly true. However, the role of Hegelâ€™s philosophy, or rather, the role of Hegelâ€™s role in the
history of Marxist tradition, was one of the most contentious and essential elements of Soviet philosophy.
Comrade Hegel: C R Abstract: When the Soviet state finally
In the final chapter, Marx's concepts of the reproduction of labour-power and the relationship between
small-scale circulation and capital accumulation, which Negri has shown to be of such importance, are taken
up with particular gusto in context of the USSR.
Capitalism and Class Struggle in the USSR: A Marxist
In the first part, I shall discuss the change in Soviet philosophy today, the perestroika filosofii (restructuring of
philosophy), concentrating on a discussion about the question of whether philosophy should be regarded and
treated as a science.
Preparing for Renaissance: Philosophy, Ideology and the
the Soviet Union's principal philosophy journal. Under his direction, the journal has played a significant role in
stimulating reform in the Soviet philosophical world. In May 1991, I had the opportunity to discuss with Prof.
Lektorsky his views on Voprosy ...
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